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BACKGROUND OF REPORT

Statistics regarding prewar and wartime land use were developed by
the Bureauof Agricultural Economics, Estimates of wartime use of prac-
tices and suggestions for postwar land use and practices that would be
profitable to farmers under prosperity conditions were developed from the
State-Federal cooperative study of desirable postwar adjustments, except
as otherwise indicated. Many of these estimates and suggestions are also
included in the printed report, "Peacetime Adjustments in Farming — Possi-
bilities under Prosperity Conditions, n December 1945, which outlines the
suggested level and pattern of crop and livestock production in comparison
with the prewar and wartime situations.

This report does not include data, quantitative estimates, sug-
gestions, or disoussion of all the important factors that are associated
with soil fertility or other aspects of physical productivity. . It is
limited primarily to suggestions for postwar land use and practices con-
sidered by State Production Adjustment Committees, compared with similar
items for the prewar and wartime periods. The praotices considered here
were primarily chosen from those that had been considered by the State
Committees. The Committees believed that a material increase in the
extent of adoption of these practices would be profitable for farmers
generally within approximately a 5-year period, under the economic con-
ditions outlined below. Certain practices that merit consideration
within this interpretation, but for whioh the making of quantitative
estimates is difficult, were no doubt omitted.

Assumptions

For purposes of developing suggestions (postwar bench marks) for
profitable postwar patterns and levels of land use and practices, the
principal assumptions for prosperity conditions furnished State Produc-
tion Adjustment Committees were: (1) a national income of §150 billion;

(2) cash income from farm marketings, $16,5 billion; and (3) index
(1910-14 100) of prices received and paid by farmers, 160 and 165
respectively, Prioe estimates by States were furnished the Committees
for all the important farm commodities and for some of "the items used in
farm production.

Definitions and Interpretations

The suggestions developed under these assumptions are not fore-
oasts. They represent what State Production Adjustment Committees be-
lieve would be profitable tc farmers generally under these conditions.

The terms "prewar," "wartime," and "suggested postwar" refer to
the periods 1935-39, 1943 und about 1950 respectively, unless otherwise
stated.



All acreage data or estimates pertaining to land use in this
report exclude duplications, with the first use within the crop year
considered the primary use. Total cropland aoreage includes all land used
for crops (exoept wild hay) and rotation pasture plus idle tad fallow land.
Land used for crops excludes idle and fallow land. Intertilled crops
include all those eultirated in rows (except orchards, vineyards, and
small fruits not included as oropland in the sections of the report deal-
ing with land use), and all large seeded legumes grown alone whether in
rows, drilled, or broadcast, dose growing crops include all annual
cereals used for any purpose and other non-sod-forming annual crops not
used for hay or not included with intertilled orops. Sod crops include
all sod-forming tame hay, hay and cover-crop seed and rotation pasture
orops. They inolude certain annual non- sod-forming hays and rotation
pasture such as sudan grass and lespedesa, and non-sod-forming oo.er-
orop seeds such as Austrian peas, but they are primarily sod-forming
legumes or grass-legume mixtures.

The use of the term "soil fertility" assumes presence of other
characteristics essential to physical productivity of the soil. It is
recognised that efforts to maintain these other character! sti os may often
be as important as efforts to maintain a desirable plant-nutrient status*

Under general farming conditions, however, there is a minimum level of
soil fertility essential for maintaining desirable land use, and under
some soil and climatic conditions maintenance of other soil characteris-
tics that are associated with a good state of physical productivity is
largely dependent on -the factor of soil fertility. Therefore -the tern
"fertility" rather than "productivity" is used within the framework of
this interpretation since the latter covers more than the purely physi-
cal aspects, and the term "physical productivity" is less convenient.
Furthermore, the fertility aspects of physical productivity of the soil

are emphasised in this report.

WARTIME CBDPFIHG AND SOIL FERTILITY

Consideration of the changing pattern of land use is basic to any
evaluation of effects of wartime and suggested postwar economies on the
status of land resources. The principal instrument for maintaining a

desirable level of soil fertility in most areas is the use of sufficient

aoreage of crops that provide adequate cover or otherwise protect culti-

vated lands from the ravages of water and wind erosion. Widespread
adoption of practices that influence soil fertility is often essential

to establishment and maintenance of such systems of land cover. Sequences

that inolude use of perennial grasses and legumes, other sod-forming

crops, and close-growing crops in rotation with those intertilled, help

to maintain both fertility and yields even on lands that are not subject

to erosion. This is accomplished through increased use of green manure

orops, oover crops, and plant residues supplemented when necessary by
lime, fertiliser, and manure. Improved rotations also aid in maintaining
soil conditions that are conducive to optimum plant growth.



Practices that add soil fertility or that influence Its lerel
are often of only slightly secondary importance in their effects on soil
fertility. In some areas and at certain times they assume primary im-
portance. This is frequently true beoause the pattern of land use neces-
sarily i 3 influenced by the demands for different types of food and fiber
production. Evaluation of soil-fertility changes and establishment of
desirable bench-mark levels of soil fertility is therefore concerned with
combinations of land use and general farm practices that permit profitable
operation of farms to supply all production demands. This analysis involves
a comparison of prewar, wartime, and suggested postwar land use and prac-
tices, and an evaluation of their effects on soil fertility, recognising
that other factors not considered here also affect fertility trend?.

Compared with the prewar situation, the greatest drains on soil
fertility imposed by wartime demands have occurred in the Corn Belt, the
Lake States, and in the Appalachian regions. Not only has the acreage
of intertilled crops increased in these regions, but there has been an
increasing tendency for their repetition in consecutive years on the seme
acreage. Favorable weather conditions have prevented what would have
otherwise been serious consequences of increased acreage of intertilled
and small grain crops in the Plains and Mountain States. The net effect of
land use changes in the Northeast, in the Southeast, and Delta States
has not been less favorable to the maintenance of soil resources than
during prewar years. Pacific Coast States increased the acreage of sod
crops more than they did of intertilled and close-growing crops com-
bined.

The facts on which these summary statements are based are only
indicative of the probable effect of -the war on cropland resources.
But they are important and taking note of them serves to pave the way
for appraisal of the present oondltion of the oountry*s oropland base,
and of the effect of land use and practices that are suggested by State
Production Adjustment Committees under the assumption of a prosperous
postwar agriculture. Such an appraisal showing changes in land use and
practices is here presented by regions.

PREWAR, WARTIME, AJJD SUGGESTED POSTWAR USE OF CROPLAND

Wartime oropland acreage (1943) in the United States was slightly
below prewar and suggestions for the postwar period would extend the
reduction to a full 2 percent. Intertilled crop acreage was up 6 per-
cent, but after the war it would be down 3 percent from the 1935-39

average. In contrast, aoreage of close-growing crops declined 6 percent
but would rise to prewar levels. Even under pressure of wartime crop-

ping, the acreage of sod-forming tame hay and rotation pasture gained
7 percent, and in the interest of economical production and stable
farming systems under a high-level economy, this gain would be extended
to 26 peroent after the war. The net wartime and suggested postwar
inorease in the total aoreage of those three classes of crops is derived
from actual and suggested reductions in idle and fallow land, except
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in the Appal aohi an States. In the humid areas where more land classed
as plowable permanent pasture could be brought into orop use, there was
instead a slight wartime increase in its acreage, which in the postwar
period would be extended to about 5 percent over the prewar period.

Corn Belt and Lake States

Measured both in terms of wartime increase in production and in
oapacity to produce for future needs, acreage changes in the Corn Belt
and Lake States are probably more significant than in any other region.

CROPLAND USE IN THE LAKE STATES AND CORN BELT

PRE-WA

WARTIME I

)
POSTWA r
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Intertilled Close-growing Sod
[ J Idle and fallow
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Figure 2

Fifty- six percent of the total TJ. S. increase in the acreage of inter-
tilled crops occurring from prewar to 1943 took place in the Corn Belt
alone, but the suggested postwar acreage of these crops in this region is
6 peroent below prewar levels. Intertilled and sod crops (including rota-
tion pasture) increased 13 percent and 5 percent respectively, for the two
regions combined, or a total of about 8.3 million acres. These increases
were offset by reductions in close- growing crops and in idle and fallow
land.



The total a oreag© of land used for crops increased by 2 percent during
the war period, and postwar prosperity conditions would Justify mainte-
nance of this increase, according to suggestions of State Production
Adjustment Committees* Of greater importance to the wartime economy
has been the 13 percent increase in the acreage of intertilled crops
in these regions, where relatively high yields per acre are obtained.
This increase would be replaced by nearly a 4 percent decrease from
1935-39 after the war* This illustrates the capacity of these regions
for flexibility in both the volume and character of the farm output*

The wartime increase in intertilled relative to total cropland
acreage is mainly accounted for by corn and soybeans* Although some
of the latter are drilled they may all be classed appropriately with
Intertilled crops when appraising the effect of land use changes on
physical productivity of the soil, unless soybeans are followed by fall
seeded small grain or other winter cover* In these regions there is
not time to follow this practice effectively when the crop is har-
vested for beans* State committees suggest that corn and soybeans to-
gether be reduced 1 million aores below prewar levels in the postwar
years*

Close-growing crops were reduced markedly during the war in both
regions and this trend would be continued in the Lake States but some
recovery would take place in the Corn Belt to replace the suggested
decline in intertilled crops* In contrast with the Lake States,
plowable permanent pasture in the Corn Belt declined about 3 percent
during the war but all of this, and more, would be restored if desir-
able postwar adjustments materialise*

The fact that sod-forming tame hay and rotation pasture increased
by more than 5 peroent does not change the general conclusion that the
effect of wartime cropping has been to reduce the physical productivity
of cropland in these two regions* In view of the wartime expansion of
corn and soybeans it appears that in the Corn Belt more than 1*5 times
as many acres of intertilled crops were repeated for 2 or more years
on the same land, as was the case in the prewar period* If the same
pattern of sequence prevails after the war, as was assumed for purposes
of making the erosion evaluations presented later, the acreage of
intertilled crops occurring two years or more in succession and not
immediately preceded by hay or rotation pasture would be only two-
thirds as great as in the prewar years if postwar suggestions were
adopted*

The huge reservoir of soil fertility in these regions, particu-
larly the Corn Belt, has been tapped heavily in response to wartime
needs* Their importance in the national economy Justifies positive
measures to maintain or improve this productive capacity* The general
high level of efficiency of much of the land in these regions makes it
adapted to farming units of sufficient size to permit larger scale
operations than are suitable for lands that require application of
more intensive skills and techniques*



The importance of agricultural policies that will permit utiliza-
tion of highly efficient lands in family farm units of sizes that have
been generally most economically operated is emphasized by the volume
of farm production on them in relation to the number of workers used.
In the 1925-29 period, gross farm production per worker in Illinois,
Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, and Wisconsin was 2.45 times that in the

East South Central States of Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, and
Alabama. In 1943 the ratio rose to 2.6. Precise data are not avail-
able for the States of Iowa and Minnesota, but it is probable that
their inclusion with the first group of States would show a still larger
production in relation to the number of farm workers utilized. This
greater output per worker reflects the use of mechanized larger scale
methods on farm lands in the prinoipal farming areas of this region.

Population shifts in agriculture that would bring about material
reduction in the size of operating units on the more efficient lands
of the Corn Belt would reduce the efficiency of agricultural production
and prevent these lands from making their most economic contribution
in times of increasing demand. Effort should be directed toward
raising the output per capita in other regions rather than lowering it
in the Corn Belt,

The Appalachian States

Cropland acreage (including idle and fallow land) in the
Appalachian States inoreased 2 percent during the war but it would
drop back to 5 percent below prewar if desirable postwar shifts are
adopted. The acreage in crop use, including rotation pasture, would
increase, however, so only one-fifth of the prewar acreage of Idle and
fallow land would be retained, Plowable permrnent pasture acreage
remained at substantially prewar levels and would be increased only
slightly after the war. Wartime increases in land used for crops
exceeded by one-half million acres the reduction in idle and fallow
land. Apparently there was a shift of "other land in farms" into
crop use, or an increase in the acreage of land in farms during the

war. But compared with prewar, the suggested postwar decrease in the

acreage of idle and fallow land would exceed the suggested inorease
in land to be used for crops and rotation pasture by 2,9 million acres.

The percentage of cropland suggested for intertilled use in the

postwar period is about the same as in prewar (46 percent) following
an inorease in the ratio to about 47 peroent during wartime. There
was no substantial change in the ratio (abbut ll percent) of close-
growing crops to total cropland from prewar to wartime but postwar
suggestions would inorease this ratio to. 15 percent and that of sod
crops from a prewar figure of 28 to a postwar figure of 36 percent.



CROPLAND USE IN THE APPALACHIAN STATES
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Figure 3

Wartime shifts represent the use for orops of some lands that
should not be maintained in cultivation in peacetime even under a high
level of economic activity. This is particularly true in the case of
idle land that was shifted to intertilled use. Much of this land was
partially exhausted in the past and was kept idle during the period
of reduction in the acreage of such crops as tobacco and cotton. If
they are to be kept productive for tame hay or pasture, these lands
will require somewhat more than the usual soil treatments necessary on
Hie better lands in -the region.

Conservation programs have played an important part in the

agriculture of the Appalachian States within recent years. For example,
during each of the years 1940, 1941, and 1942, use of phosphate ferti-
liser as a conservation material by farmers partioipatir g in the AAA
program accounted for about one-third of -the total consumption of
phosphoric acid used as fertiliser in the region. It appears that
the productive capacity of this region was given substantial support
during the prewar and early war years, as a result of conservation
programs. Some aspects of these programs were maintained to a
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considerable extent during the war years, but in general,, wartime needs
probably checked the general progress made toward stabilizing produc-
tivity of the soil, and brought about a reverse movement in many instances,

The Southeast and the Delta States

The war probably placed a lighter burden on soil resources in
the Southeastern and the Delta States, relative to that borne in the
past, than is the oase for any other region. The burden would be
lightened further if the suggested postwar pattern of land use is
carried out* The acreage of intertilled crops and of total cropland
has declined, and both of these reductions would be somewhat more than
maintained, in desirable postwar cropping systems. Wartime increase
in close-growing crops lacked more than 1 million aores of equaling
the reduction in intertilled crops* More -than 65 percent of this
difference is accounted for by the increase in sod crops; the remain-
der applies to the wartime reduction in cropland*

CROPLAND USE IN THE DELTA AND SOUTHEASTERN STATES

I
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Figure *
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The general problem of maintenance of soil resources in these
States is emphasised by the faot that even tinder pressure of wartime
needs, there was a marked decline in total cropland acreage in the
upland areas* Some productive lands were under-utilised beoav se of
manpower shortages during the war, but much of the cropland did not
have a reserve of soil fertility to draw upon, despite the progress
that had been made in reducing the acreage of some of the more de-»

plating orops and in Introducing conservation measures. The nature of
southern agriculture, together with soil and olimatio conditions,
does not permit the building up of reserves of organic matter and ni-
trogen, as is done in the northern humid areas* Decomposition of organ!

o

matter proceeds rapidly under prevailing temperature and moisture
conditions so that attempts to store up reserves are offset by this
process, accompanied by leaching* Tnis largely explains the relative
Inability to build well-balanced reserves of soil fertility and the
relative lack of accelerated depletion associated with wartime pro-
duction, compared with what took place in some of the other regions.

Mountain States and the Plains

A combination of favorable seasons during the war years, plus
cn accumulation of reserve production capacity during the prewar
period as a result of expansion in sunnier fallowing and other con-
servation measures enabled the extensive fanning areas of the Mountain
and the Plains States to share heavily in the burden of wartime produc-
tion without suffering noticeable loss of soil resources. But losses
tend to be proportional to orop production. The fact that lack of
moisture rather than lack of soil fertility is usually the limiting
factor in most areas of these regions, tends to obscure the effect of
wartime cropping on soil fertility. The weather must be given a great
deal of credit for the rather favorable situation, although in con-
trast to changes that took place during and following World War I,
the expansion in the acreage of land used for crops has not been at
the expense of virgin sod.

Danger lies ahead, however, if there should be another succession
of drought years. Recognition of this is refleoted in the suggestions
for postwar land use. In the Northern Plains certain shifts that would
mean more stability and less dependence on the principal cash crop-
wheat—would reduce the acreage of close- growing orops about 6 percent
below prewar and would increase feed crops (exclusive of hay and pas-
ture) by about 10 percent. Including hay and pasture, the increase
in feed-crop acreage would be nearly 20 percent. These four States
had in 1943 about 1 million fewer acres of cropland than in the prewar
period, but 1 million more acres were used for crops, tl e shift being
out of idle and fallow land. Stable farming will require restoration
of prewar summer-fallow practices although the combined acreage of

idle and fallow land may l4e still further reduced if favorable climatic
and economic conditions, prevail.
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CROPLAND USE IN THE MOUNTAIN STATES AND THE PLAINS

s department of agriculture neg. 45562 bureau of agricultural economics

Figure 5

In contrast to the Northern Plains, the Mountain States increased
the acreage of both dose-growing and intertilled crops during the war,
and would continue most of the inorease in the former during the post-
war period. Most of the wartime increase is accounted for by reduction
in the aoreage of idle and fallow land, but postwar suggestions would
maintain a much higher ratio of close- growing crops to total cropland
both actual and relative to prewar, than in the Northern Plains.

*

The complex character of agriculture in the Southern Plains
(Oklahoma and Texas) makes it difficult to attach much significance
to regional acreage changes. Wartime expansion of intertilled crops
no doubt represents an additional burden on soil resources in the areas
that produce cotton, peanuts, and corn. Postwar suggestions would re-
duce the aggregate acreage of corn, cotton, and peanuts to about 800,000
aores below prewar. The snail inorease suggested in small grain would
probably be used in connection with more stable systems of farming in
the humid areas, leaving the acreage in the Plains areas no greater than,
if not reduced from, the prewar aoreage. The increase of more than a
million acres suggested in grain

>

and forage sorghums would lend stability
to the Plains.
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PRINCIPAL CROPS* IN NORTHERN PLAINS. SOUTHERN PLAINS,
AND PACIFIC NORTHWEST: HARVESTED ACREAGES, 1910-44

PERCENT

RATIO OF PRINCIPAL CROPS* TO ACREAGE
OF IMPROVED LAND IN FARMS

1909 1913 1917 1921 1925 1929 1933 193^ 1941 1945
+ WHEAT. OATS, BARLEY, EYE, FLAXSEED, CORN, COTTON, TAME HAY, POTATOES, AND SWEETPOTATOES

U S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE N EG 45028 BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

Figure 6
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A longer time view of changes In lend use in all of these
States is presented in figure 6.1/ Here the Northern Plains (inoluding
Montana and Wyoming for this purpose) and the Southern Plains are
compared with the Pacific Northwest, including Idaho, with reference
to the index of crop aoreage during the recent war in contrast to the
periods preceding, during, and following World War I. In both the
Northern and Southern Plains a higher acreage index is shown following
World War I than was reached during the recent war period. A fact of
added significance is that the ratio of crop aoreage to improved land
in farms in all three regions is lower at -the present time than it was
during the expansion that preceded the years of depression and drought.
(Improved land includes all cropland, permanent open pasture, and land
occupied by gardens, orchards, vineyards, and farm buildings.)

The Pacific Coast States

Half of the 23-percent wartime increase in the aoreage of inter-
tilled crops in the Pacific Coast States would be retained in the post-
war period, but along with this, sod crops would occupy more than one-
fourth of the cropland aoreage in contrast to less than one-fifth of
it before the war. The acreage of close- growing crops remained about
the same during the war as in prewar years but suggestions for a stable
postwar agriculture would bring about a reduction of about a half-
million acres. The ratio of sod-crop aoreage to total, cropland increased
during the war. In general, wartime cropping has not generally re-
sulted in unusual damage to soil resources that cannot be rather easily
repaired, although in local areas temporary depletion has no doubt
taken place and in some instances more permanent damage may have
occurred on steep lands.

The Northeast

The wartime land use pattern in the Northeastern States is not

greatly different from that suggested for a stable agriculture after the

war. The ratio of intertilled land to total cropland would be slightly

higher then than in 1943 or in the prewar period. Aside from this,

neither wartime nor suggested postwar acreages represent a pattern of land

cover that would affect stability of soil resources as oompared with the

prewar situation. A slight wartime reduction from the prewar aoreage of

total cropland would be continued in -the postwar period. During the war

this was accounted for chiefly by reduction in close-growing crops, since

idle and fallow acreage increased slightly. Of further significance in con-

nection with the general land-resource picture is -the 9 percent wartime in-

crease in plowable permanent pasture that would be extended to 14 percent

in later years. Wartime cropping has not added to the problem of mainte-

nance of soil resources in this region.

l/ This figure was prepared for another purpose and the States are
grouped differently than in the preoedlng charts.
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CROPLAND USE IN THE PACIFIC COAST STATES
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Figure 7

CROPLAND USE IN THE NORTHEAST
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FERTILITY PRACTICES BY REGIONS AND BY (LASSES OF CROPS

The use of fertiliser, lime, manure, cover crops and direct
conservation practices are of major importance in maintaining desir-
able levels of soil fertility.

Fertiliser

The application of commercially produced fertilisers, particu-
larly phosphorio acid and potash, is one of the principal means of
influencing the level of soil fertility* This is accomplished largely
through promoting increased use of legumes that add nitrogen, improve
the physical condition of the soil and permit the use of rotations that
reduoe erosion losses*

Consumption Trends and Suggested Postwar Use

New high levels of fertiliser use were reached during World
War II* Measured in terms of the principal active elements and com-
pounds necessary for plant growth (nitrogen, Nj phosphorio acid,

P2O5J and potash, K2O) rather than in quantity of total material
applied, fertiliser consumption in the continental United States in
1944 was about 1.8 times that of the prewar period 1935-39. Highest
consumption before 1937 occurred in 1930, when the level reached was
5 percent above the 1935-39 average.

During World War I, fertiliser consumption fell materially be-
low that of the 1910-14 period. The contrast in the situation for the
two war periods is explained mainly by the present existence of syn-

thetio nitrogen plants; during the former period imports of potash
from Germany on which we were then dependent were of course eliminated.
Increasing recognition of the response of crop* to fertiliser, particu-
larly in areas where its use has not been long established, no doubt
contributed to greater consumer demand and to the enlarged supply
facilities.

Estimates of State Production Adjustment Committees indicate that
even the relatively high current levels of fertiliser consumption are

far below the quantities that it would pay farmers generally to use
under conditions of national prosperity. The most economic quantities
suggested for these conditions are nearly four times as great as average
prewar consumption and slightly more than double the estimated consump-
tion in 1944.

The trend toward materials of higher analysis has favored the
increased consumption of commercially produced plant nutrients. This
is illustrated by noting that estimated tonnage of fertiliser materials
used in 1944 is 1.7 times that of prewar j while the comparable figure
for nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash contained in these materials
is 1.8.
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Suggested Regional Changes In Fertiliser Consumption

Prewar, wartime (1944), and suggested postwar annual consumption
of commercially produced plant nutrients is given as 1,389,000; 2,502,000;
and 5,576,000 tons, respectively. The postwar figure represents the
sum of individual State Production Adjustment Committee estimates con-
cerning profitable use under generally prosperous economic conditions, v

Applications would be made to this extent to maintain and improve soil
fertility, establish stable farming systems, and secure eoonoaio returns
from the use of fertiliser* Figure 9 shows these suggested quantities
by regions in relation to trends in past consumption.

Suggested regional changes in the consumption of fertiliser
reflect changes both in cropping patterns and in emphasis on fertiliser
use by classes of crops, as recommended by State committees. The South-
east has generally ranked first in consumption of commercial plant
nutrients, but would become third in importance during the postwar
period if the suggested cropping patterns and practices materialize*
Consumption in the Appalachian States was approximately equal to that
in the Southeast in 1942, but the Southeast led again in 1943 and 1944
by approximately 100,000 tons* The Appalachian States should rank
first, according to postwar suggestions* The Corn Belt and Lake States
would become important users of fertilizers. These groups of States
ranked fourth and sixth respectively both in the prewar and wartime
periods. If postwar suggestions materialize, the Corn Belt would rise
to second place. The Lake States would follow the Southeast and would
occupy fourth place in consumption of fertilizer, with the northeast
dropping from third to fifth position.

Suggested Regional Changes in Extent of Application

Another important measure in fertilizer consumption is the
extent of application on land used for crops and permanent pasture.
Comparisons in wartime and suggested postwar extent of use are shown

by regions in figure 10, along with graphic presentation of prewar,

wartime, and postwar consumption.

Comparable data on extent of application are not available for
the prewar period. Approximately 20 percent of the land used for crops

(excluding idle and fallow cropland) in the United States received
applications of fertilizer in 1943, but full economic use under pros-

perity conditions would double this figure in the postwar period* A
still greater relative increase would occur in the percentage of perma-
nent open pasture that would receive fertilizer. Less -than 6 percent

of the open permanent pasture in humid regions was fertilised in 1943

but applications would pay on more than 30 percent, according to esti-

mates of State committees. It should be noted that 60 peroent of the
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total acreage used for crops and more than two-thirds of the perma-
nent open pasture in the humid regions would receive no fertiliser
even if the suggestions were fully adopted*

In the oase of permanent pasture these percentages leave out of
account the acreage in the States comprising the Northern and Southern
Plains* the Mountain and Pacific regions as much of the land classed
as permanent pasture in these States is extensive range land and is
not comparable with permanent pasture on farms in the more humid regions.

Suggested Changes in Use by Classes of Crops and Pasture

Desirable postwar adjustments in agriculture would inolude shifts
in emphasis of fertiliser use that would be in accord with a movement
toward more stable and soil-conserving farming systems. The most sig-

nificant change suggested is both an absolute and a relative increase
in the use of fertilizer on hay and pasture* The suggested increase in
aoreage of sod crops over wartime levels in all regions and of sod
crops plus permanent open pasture in the humid regions amounts to about
14 percent, but use of commercially produced plant nutrients on land
devoted to these uses in the* postwar period would be 2-5/i times as
great as in 1943* There would be a reduction below wartime levels,
of from 2 to 5 percent in the acreage of cash crops and of other crops,
and suggested fertilizer use on these crops would be 1-3/4 and 2-3/4
times as great, respectively, as in 1943*

These shifts are brought out in figure 11, in which all crops
other than hay and pasture are separated into two groups, "Cash Crops"

and "other Crops." The last-named group includes small grains, some of
which are used as companion crops for starting new see dings of hay and

rotation pasture- The suggested percentage increase in consumption of

fertilizer by this group is practically the same as for hay and pasture.

A large proportion of the fertilizer used on small grains benefits the

hay and rotation pasture that generally follows these crops in areas

wnere fertilizer is used. Thus an increased use of fertilizer on small

grains must be counted as a further supplement on hay and rotation
pasture. "Cash Crops" as used here have usually been, and in 1943 were,

the largest users of fertilizer. They consumed about 43 percent of all

plant nutrients commercially produced in 1943, but would consume only

about 33 percent of the total as a part of the desirable adjustments

suggested by State Committees.

The suggested shifts in fertilizer use by olasses of orops, along

with other practices that would result in restoration of fertility lost

during wartime cropping, represents emphasis on improvement and mainte-

nance of soil resources. This is somewhat in contrast with the tradi-

tional pattern of fertilizer use which has emphasized immediate cash

return from the orop on which the application is made. Fertilizer—
parti cul arl y phosphates—used cn cash crops does contribute to a higher
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sustained level of fertility -with a resulting benefit to other crops
when they are grown in the rotation.

The postwar suggestions, however, involve not only appropriate
use of fertiliser on the oash crops—they represent actual changes in
farming systems with inclusion of fertilizer applications for the
direct benefit of feed and pasture crops. This changing idea of the

role of fertiliser in farming systems means that its use represents,
to a considerable extent, a capital improvement rather than an expense
that must be met from current income* Its use as a capital improvement
suggests the desirability of credit terms that permit repayment schedules
consistent in point of time with anticipated additional returns*

Over a period of years, and when used in conjunction with the
crop rotations and practices suggested, fertilizer as a oapital improve-
ment means production at lower cost and ability to provide indefinitely
the abundance of food most needed for general improvement in nutrition
and health for more people* If production at lower cost is reflected
in prices of farm products, more people may consune more of the products
that represent higher levels of living, and this in turn enlarges the
market outlet for farm products*

Lime

Consumption Trends and Suggested Postwar Use

The use of agricultural lime increased more than threefold from
prewar years to 1944. Most rapid advances have occurred since 1936
when lime was included as a conservation material in the program of the
Agricultural Adjustment Agency. Consumption of lime would be increased
to nearly seven times prewar in order to bring about the desirable and
economic adjustments in land use visualized in the bench-mark sugges-
tions* These suggestions are shown in relation to annual consumption
sinoe 1929, in figure 12*

A further measure of the considered importance of lime in the
farming scheme by regions, is presented in figure 13. jiere is shown
the total tonnage of lime—prewar, wartime, and suggested postwar-
together with estimated extent of prewar and suggested extent of
postwar use on cropland and permanent open pasture. According to esti-
mates of State Production Adjustment Committees, only a little more
than one-fifth of the 218 million acres of crop and pasture land
needing lime were limed adequately as of 1943. More than one-fourth
of the acreage remaining to be limed is permanent pasture. Annual
consumption after the war would be about 2-l/2 times that of 1943 and
nearly double that of 1944, after all the land needing lime has re-
ceived the initial application. Before this time a larger annual
tonnage would be needed for in some areas the initial application is
made at a higher rate per acre*
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Manure

A "well-balanced soil-fertility program, includes good utilisation
of manure, particularly in areas where livestock production is impor-
tant* Soil fertility in these areas is maintained primarily by good
land use in conjunction with livestock systems of farming. The oppor-
tunity for contributing to sustained higher levels of soil fertility
through appropriate use of manure in such areas is even greater in some
respects than through addition of commercial fertilizer. This is
particularly true of organic matter, nitrogen, and potash. No attempt
is made here to estimate the quantities of plant nutrients applied in
the form of animal manure since to do so would require more complete
information than is now available on the practices followed by farmers
in handling manure. Much of the plant-nutrient value is lost before
the manure is applied to orop or pasture land, and much of the manure
is probably not distributed at all. Some nitrogen is lost through
leaching) some is lost through ammoniafi cation during which process it
escapes in the form of ammonia gases. Exposure to weathering also
results in the decomposition of organic matter that would have improved
the physical structure and the plant-nutrient and water-holding oapaoity
of the soil if it had been applied before such destruction occurred.
Exposure may also mean leaching of other valuable mineral nutrients.

The relative potential importance of manure in supplying nitrogen,
phosphoric acid and potash is shown by regions in table 1. Total pro-
duction of manure for the prewar* wartime, and suggested postwar situa-
tions was calculated on the basis of live weight of inventory numbers
or annual production of each class of livestock. The tonnage of plant
nutrients was then calculated on the basis of available data showing
the average percentage of nitrogen, phosphoric aoid, and potash in the
manure.

The larger wartime and suggested postwar use of fertiliser re-

sults in a smaller ratio of plant nutrients in manure produced to the
ratio of nutrients in the fertiliser, as compared with the prewar period.
The large quantities of plant nutrients in manure emphasises the im-
portanoe of manure in improving fertility and physical structure of the
soil, as a basis for more. stable farming systems. The importance of
manure relative to even the suggested postwar quantities of fertilizer
is outstanding in all regions except the Southeast, the Mississippi
Delta, the Appalachian, and the Northeast. Even in these regions it
is a significant item. If only half of the plant nutrients in manure
estimated for the postwar period in the Corn Belt were utilized on crop
and pasture land, the quantity applied would be nearly CO percent greater
than State Production Adjustment Committees suggest for use in the form
of commercial fertilizer?. Probably two-thirds of the tonnage of manure
produced is utilized on orop and pasture land but because of leaching
and other losses, a much smaller proportion of the original plant nutri-
ents is recovered.
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Table 1#- Tonnage of all plant nutrients in manure produced,
and in commercial fertiliser used, prewar, wartime,
and suggested postwar. United States, by regions

Plant nutrients
Bsgion t Prewar i Wartime : Suggested postwar

tFertillser t Manure » Fertiliser t Manure : Fertiliser : Manure
» 1,000 1,000 1,060 1,000 1,000 1,000
t tons tons tons tons tons tons

Northeast i 245 661 572 694 467 689

Lake States : 42 1,265 114 1,645 520 1,695
Cora Belt x 147 2,625 287 5,321 1,191 5,076
Appalachian t 575 852 648 966 1,208 954
Southeast t 429 404 658 461 1,107 525
Mississippi Delta t 85 459 182 505 459 497
Southern plains t 16 1,258 45 1,569 90 1,220
Northern Plains t 4 1,505 11 1,757 9*0%70 1,645
Mountain t 9 1,107 19

« AAA
1,226 70 1,168

ra01no RR RAA 101 619 194 602

United States t 1,589 10,456 2,557 12,440 S,37« 1S.058

Ratio of manure
nutrients to
fertiliser
nutrients t 1.00 7.61 1.00 5.52 1.00 2.50

Postwar suggestions for farming systems in the Appalachian, the
Southeast, and the Mississippi Delta would result iu an increase in the
total supply of plant nutrients in manure produced by nearly 20 percent
over that of the prewar period* The quantities, however, would be
about the same as in 1945. The principal value of these additional
quantities if in the organ! o matter and nitrogen supplied. Plant nutri-
ents from this source can never be as important in the Southeast and the
Delta as in the northern humid and semi-arid regions but, properly
utilised, they can make an increasingly valuable contribution.

For the country as a whole, postwar suggestions would result in
a total production of nitrogen* phosphoric add, and potash in the
form of manure, of about 6.9 million, 1.6 million, and 4.5 million tons,
respectively. These quantities compare with a suggested profitable use
in the form of commercial fertiliser of approximately 1.1 million,
2.8 million, and 1.5 million tons of these three important plant
nutrients in the order named above. Proper care and utilisation of
farm manure in oonjunction with judicious use of lime, commercial
fertiliser, and improved rotations, have an important place in the
development of stable systems of farming.
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GOVERNMENT MEASURES FOR MAINTENANCE OF SOIL FERTILITY

In addition to eontinued educational work, direct governmental
assistance to increase or maintain soil fertility was expanded during
the war years. Educational and demonstration work, technical assis-
tance and direct financial aids are all brought to bear on the con-

servation problems on many farms. The application of practices on
demonstration farms and on cooperating farms in soil conservation
districts is stimulated by direct assistance through AAA, programs*
Likewise, practices accounted for in the AAA programs are often es-
tablished through technical assistance from -the Soil Conservation
Service and through educational activities of the Agricultural Ex-
tension Service.

Table 2.- Prewar and wartime activity by the AAA in promoting
selected fertility practices, United States, by regions 1/

Region
and

U. S.

• U S r •

Acreage of green
manure crops

; Commercially produced:
t plant nutrients :

Liming materials
1

•
•

«

•

Prewar
*

•
Wartime

•

Prewar
t
Wartime

[

•

Prewar
•

° Wartime

• 1,000 1,000 t 1,000 1,000
•
• 1 , 000 1,000

•
• tons tons * tons tons J tons tons

Northeast

•
•

i 29.9 62.2 : 984.6 1,928.0

1

?, 348.6 537.0

Lake States • .5 59.0 560.8 2,156.3 % 87.5 -2,690.0

Corn Belt »
• .8 86.5 : 1,468.4 9,572.1 1 130.5 3,813.4

Appalachian •
• 29.3 123.6 : 1,726.0 4,654.5 •

• 1,028.2 3,905.5
Southeast •

• 6.5 47.0 s 63.0 397.3 • 2,065.2 3,588.0
Mi 8s. Delta 1.5 16.5 s 13.4 123.1 I 1,500.5 2,727.8
S. Plains •

• .3 4.8 : 1.7 29.5 m
• 2,141.5 2,237.4

N. Plains t .1 3.6 : 22.5 152.1 % 269.8 2,302.8
Mountain t .9 4.6 t % 429.3 369.8
Pacific t

i

1.* 7.8 t 14.8 18.3 i

I

1,137.2 5,149.2

United States:

t

Percentage »

of prewar j

t

71.6

100

416.6- t

585 t

4,855.0 19,030.2

100 392

1

*

!

1

1

9,188.3"

100

25,326.9"

277

1/ Data are for program years and are not eoiqparable with data for
calendar years shown elsewhere in -this report.
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Ua« of eoranercially produced plant nutrient! in the oonaer-
ration program of the Agricultural adjustment Agenoy roae from a
prewar average of about 71,000 tons to nearly 416,000 tons in 1945,
or an increase of 486 percent* Use of lime in the AAA pro grama rose
nearly fourfold, from a prewar average quantity of about 4,8 million
tona to more than 19 million tona in the program year 1943, Lime
and phosphate inoluded in theae programs were used on 3.5 and 2.7
million acres, respectively, on the average during the prewar period
of 1956-59. In 1943 lime was used on 11.2 million aores and phos-
phate on 17.1 million aores under the program of the AAA*

Report 8 of AAA indicate payments for the practice of turning
under green manure on about 9 million aores as an average for the
prewar period, but this had increased to more than 25 million aores
in 1945* The increased public action in these selected items of
soil-fertility improvement is shown by regions in table 2*

Direct influence in encouraging use of practices affecting
soil fertility and soil maintenance is reflected also in the work of
the Soil conservation Service in assisting in the planning and appli-
cation of conservation measures on cooperating farms in Soil Conser-
vation Districts. More than half of -the farms in the United States
and two-thirds of the land in farms are now inoluded within the bound-
aries of these districts* By the end of 1943, farmers together with
technicians employed by the Soil Conservation Service, had jointly
developed long-time conservation plans on more than 200,000 of these
farms containing more than 54 million aores, and the praotioes had
been applied on nearly half of the planned acreage*

Table 5, compiled from the annuel reports of Soil Conserva-
tion Districts, indicates the degree of progress in establishing five
important conservation praotioes on these farms* As the table is
cumulative, some of the planned acreage was included for the first
time during 1943, while other acreages represent plans upon which
progress has been made since 1939* Praotioes being given special
emphasis in each region are easily apparent*

Major changes in land use that would increase the acreage of
permanent hay and pasture and retire the more erosive lands now in
cultivation to such uses or to woodland enterprises are involved in
these plans*

Not all farmers in Soil Conservation Districts will develop
complete conservation plans. But the farms of those who do will
serve as demonstrations to their neighbors, and this will aid in
speeding praotioes to other farms. A problem enoountered in some

areas is the needed adjustment of population depending directly on
land resources, to the land base itself) this must be solved at

least to some extent before conservation systems and praotioes can

be applied effectively* This problem, of course. Is closely tied to
that of maintaining a high level of non-farm employment*
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The plans developed on fame that are looated in Soil Conser-
vation Districts indicate the type of adjustments most farmers should
be making. The greater abundance of legume forage of good quality
will permit increasing the numbers of dairy cattle and other forage-
consuming livestook. This Trill bring increased productivity on the
better land and diversion of the less productive tracts to uses con-
sistent with their adaptabilities*

Eventually that may mean the Nation* s needs for food and fiber
will be met on a smaller land base and with greater ease, with fewer
farm workers, and with less exhaustion of physical and human resources.
Such changes, unhampered by production restrictions and aided by
increased efficiencies in distribution, can mean better living for
more people, under conditions of national prosperity.

MISCELLANEOUS FERTILITY AND OTHER PRACTICES

In addition to rather complete estimates of desirable use of
fertilizer and lime. State committees developed estimates of the de-
sirable extent of use of other improved practices not now in general
use, that would materially affect production per acre within about
5 years, and would be profitable for most farmers, under prosperity
conditions. Certain desirable practices that require considerable
capital outlay on which returns would aocrue more slowly were not
included*

As there was considerable variation in the praotioes considered
by the different State committees, it is not feasible to formulate
quantitative measures of the suggested extent of adoption of indivi-
dual practices other than fertiliser and lime. Therefore, for purposes
of quantitative treatment the practices considered may be thought of
as falling into three principal groups: (1) fertility, (2) conser-
vation, and (3) cultural. Fertility practices are those that add
fertility to the soil, and those considered by State committees
inolude fertilizers, lime, and legume cover crops. Conservation

praotices work toward checking losses in soil fertility or reducing

soil erosion and conserving moisture} they inolude improved rotations,

terraoing, contouring, cover crops, and residue management. Cultural

praotioes have no direct influence on the level of soil fertility

but they do increase yields. They inolude such items as improved

varieties and seeding methods and the control of insects, diseases

and weeds.
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For purposes of appraising the significance of suggested

increases in adoption of practices it is appropriate to consider

fertility and conservation practices as one general group, in compari-
son with cultural practices. In certain areas and under certain
conditions there is considerable overlapping, in the effect on soil

maintenance, of the practices that fall in the fertility and conserva-
tion groups*

Suggestions by State committees for changes in emphasis from
1948 to postwar, on practices that fall in eaoh of these two broad
groups, are indicated by regions in table 4. Similar estimates for
pasture-land cultural practices were not given in sufficient quantity
to permit comparable summarization* As duplication of practice s\
applying to the same acreage is frequent, the percentage relation-
ship between the aores of practices and all land in crops may exoeed
100* The percentage data shown in table 4 in no instance represent \
the proportion of the cropland to which the practices now apply or to
which it is suggested they apply in the postwar period. They merely
represent the total acreage covered by these two groups of practices
including duplication, divided by the total acreage of land used for
crops*

Table 4*- Postwar bench-mark suggestions for emphasis of
fertilitywconservation and for cultural practices

on land used for crops, compared with 1943

:Percentage relationship between aores of practices and
: all land used for crops
{Fertility and conservations Cultural practices having no

Re gi on t practices ; direct influence on fertility
t~_rr _ Po stwar : T~~ Postwar
s t benchmark t t benchmark

*Percent l/ Percent l/ :Percent l/ Percent l/

Norcneast $ 61 127 i 2/
25

2/
Lake States j 90 168 % 32
Corn Belt % 51 ] 86 X 51 86
Appalachian % 88 2m •

• 38 86
Southeast § 75 154 s 130 209
Mississippi Delta: 56 148 I a 112
Southern Plains : 29 53 t 43 75

Northern Plains : 30 81 •
• 30 120

Mountain % 66 146 t 31 65

Pacific t 160 238 • 0.4 2

United States ; 60 152 & -

82

1/ Aores of practices including duplications divided by the acreage
of land used for orops*

2/ Quantitative estimates not available in State reports.
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Table 4 indicates that praotioes whioh directly influence soil

fertility are now used to a somewhat greater extent and weald .'eoeive

somewhat greater additional emphasis in the postwar period, than those
of the other group* The number of practices involved influences the
percentage relationships shown* This probably explains the indioated
relatively greater importance of cultural praotioes in the Southeast*
Lime is not so extensively used there, so fertiliser alone accounts
for most of the indicated present extent of praotioes of that group*
In the Plains States, where fertiliser and lime are not so generally
applicable, the relative prominence of cultural praotioes is to be
expected* But even in these States additional emphasis is indioated
for praotioes that influenoe fertility, reflecting primarily the
need for more conservation measures* Most additional emphasis on
fertility-influencing practices is suggested particularly for -the

Corn Belt, -the Appalachian, and the Mi ssissippi Delta States, although
these practices would be approximately doubled in intensity in all other
regions exoept the Pacific States, according to recommendations*

Winter Cover Crops

Acreages of vetches, Austrian winter peas, and crimson olover
have shown a rather steady increase since 1935 in the Appalachian,
Mississippi Delta, and Southeastern States. The inorease has been
greatly accelerated during the war years* Estimates based on seed
production and exports indicate a probable average prewar use of about
1*3 million acres of these crops for winter cover in -these three
groups of States* Apparently thi s practice had spread to about
5.2 million acres by 1944* These estimates are based on the dis-
position of seed that enters into commercial trade, and so they do

not include a large aoreage of Burr olover and perhaps Other legume
orops commonly used for cover in these States.

In addition to checking winter erosion, these orops are valuable
as suppliers of organic matter and atmospheric nitrogen* Thus they
increase orop yields, and their rapid expansion has contributed
materially to wartime production. In some seasons, shortages of seed
have prevented their use on an even larger scale*

Summer Fallowing

In the Pacific Northwest under conditions of limited precipi-
tation, the practice of summer fallowing as a means of storing moisture
and releasing plant nutrients in the soil has been followed for more
than half a century. In the Palouse area proper, under conditions of
18 or more inches of precipitation, summer fallowing has not been
necessary. Field peas are now grown on muoh of the summer-fallow
acreage. Interest in summer fallowing in the Great Plains was not
great until the early 1920' s. Apparent interest started first in
Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado, and extended farther east in the late
20' s and early 30' s under the pressure of reourring droughts*
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Table 5»- Estimated acreage in summer fallow for selected, States and
periods

Period
7 Western
States l/

1 10 Great Plains
: States 2/

1 Total 17
: States

1928-32 3/

1939 4/

1942 5/

1943 5/

1944 5/

Million acres

5.5

5.4

5.3

5.6

5,5

Million acres

2.8

17.4

14.4

12.2

10.8

Million acres

8.3

22.8

19,7

17.8

16.3

1/ Wash., Ore., Idaho, Calif., Hev. , Utah, and Ariz.

2/ Mont., Colo., Wyo., N. Mex., Dak., S\ Dak., Nebr. , Kans.,
Okl a., and Texas.
3/ Based largely on an unpublished study in the BAE, 1939.

4/ Agricultural Census data for idle and fallow with fallow estimated
Fy applying ratios from rural carriers survey of the BAE.
5/ Estimates of Production Adjustment Committees in each State*

Accurate estimates of the acreage of summer fallow by States
are not available, but table 5 is believed to indicate the general
trend. For the States west of the Continental Divide the fallow
acreage has remained sub stanti all y the same since 1928-32. Substitution
of field peas for fallow in the Pacific Northwest has apparently been
offset by moderate increases in wheat acreage in the dry areas where
fallowing is necessary to produce a crop.

In the Great Plains States, however, summer fallowing reached a
peak in 1939 more than six times greater than that of the average year
in the period 1928-32. With increased need for -wheat, both as food and
feed in wartime and with a series of favorable seasons this had dropped,
by 1944, to around 11 million acres. This incursion on fallow acreage
was Justified as a wartime expedient, but widespread resumption of the
practice of continuous cropping to wheat would soon increase risks,

result in less economical and less stable production, and less stability
in farming. In many areas it would greatly inorease the wind-erosion
hazard, particularly during a series of unfavorable seasons. The

practice of fallowing renders total fertility reserves more quickly
available, and it may increase the rate of their removal because of the

increased crop production that ensues. But a material reduction in
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it 8 use for a considerable period will result in loss of physical
productivity of the soil during unfavorable years in areas where soil
blowing ooours*

Since 1936, payments have been made under the Agricultural
Conservation Program to oooperating farmers for each acre of proteoted
summer fallow* In some States the payment was made for ordinary
summer fallow, provided the surfaoe was ridged or provided stubble
mulch was left to prevent erosion. In others, strip fallowing across
the direction of prevailing winds or on the contour were the only
practices reoognired for payment* Some deorease in aoreage under
summer fallow would oome if payments for the practice were withdrawn,
but farmers in most wheat-producing areas of limited rainfall where
soil characteristics are favorable for this practice, are now oonvinoed
of its worth*

Terraolng and Contouring

The great bulk of the terracing has been done in "the South,
and since 1938 the rate of construction of new terraces has declined
moderately. It is possible for the farmer to build his own terraces
with simple equipment, but technical assistance is necessary in laying
out the contour lines and heavy mechanised equipment is desirable
for much of the earthmoving. This more costly practice maybe con-
sidered as a capital improvement, and, as such, has been delayed by
many farmers because of wartime conditions* Changes in farming systems
in the South which result in a smaller proportion of intertilled crops
may permit development of rotations that will make terracing less
necessary in some areas*

Since 1936 the Agricultural Conservation Program has made pay-
ments to cooperating farmers in all parts of the oountry for carrying
out a wide variety of soil-building practices. Steady growth is
indicated in the adoption of contour tillage, the greater part of whioh
has ooourred in the South. Contouring not only lessens the damage

from water erosion, but is likely to bring inoreased yields, particu-
larly in areas where moisture limits crop production.

IMPLICATIONS OF WARTIME CHANGES AND SUGGESTED POSTWAR CHANGES

Implications of wartime changes as here considered inolrde
primarily questions having to do with soil fertility and possible
after-effects of wartime cropping on soil resources, in areas where
damage has occurred. There will also be the problem of shifting the
production patterns to conform to peacetime market needs, and these
needs in turn will be influenced by domesti c demand, by the level of
activity in other oountries, and by the extent to which trade policies
encourage the most effective use of productive resources in all parts
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of the world. The probable effect of suggested postwar changes on
soil fertility are of great importance, but in addition, there are
questions of the relationship between the effects of suggested changes
in land use and practices and adjustments calling for attention in
other parts of the economy.

The profitable disposition of the additional production that
would result from suggested agricultural adjustments is of utmost
concern to farmers as producers. But all classes of producers are
consumers of both- farm and industrial products. Therefore the
problem of the high level of empl oyment that is necessary to secure
both the farmers' market and a socially desirable distribution of con-
sumption of goods and services is not unrelated to the problem of
establishing and maintaining desirable patterns of land use and prac-
tices.

Flexibility in the prices of goods used in farm production will
be needed if production at lower cost on the farms is to be reflected
in lower prices to consumers of farm products. Otherwise, conditions
will not be favorable for maintenance of a high level of activity with
a minimum of direct governmental action in the fields of production,
prices, and wages. The question of methods of obtaining desirable
agricultural adjustments requires some reappraisal of the role of
government in serving the public interest in such matters as the level
of farm production and more particularly the level of soil* fertility
to be maintained.

Farming Adjustments and Soil Fertility

"When the general effect of wartime land use on soil fertility
was discussed by regions, it was pointed out that soil resources in
the Corn Belt have borne a heavier burden than those of other regions
under the iunetus of wartime production. For this reason the problem
in -these States is presented, byway of illustration, "through appraisal
of the probable effect of wartime cropping and suggested postwar crop-
land use on soil erosion. To do this, estimates of crop sequences were
developed on the basis of general information and judgment. Data re-
garding soil losses developed at Soil Conservation Service Research
Stations, were adjusted for adaptation to Important erosion-influencing
sequences estimated to prevail on land of different characteristics of
slope. 2/

2/ Estimated losses per acre for different crop sequences and slope
characteristics were furnished by R. E. Uhland, Soil Conservation
Service. The acreage of land having different slope characteristics
was obtained from materials used in preparation of a survey of conserva-
tion needs by the Soil Conservation Service.
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Table 6.- Estimated annual soil loss from erosion on cropland
In the Corn Belt

: iPercentaget
Period : Total i of » Per acre

: prewar
: 1,000 tons Percent Tons Inches

Prewar (1935-39) : 1,133,052 100 12.6 .088
Wartime (1943) : 1,334,519 118 14.8 .104
Postwar (about 1950) : 976,272 86 11.0 .077

The losses indicated in table 6 are only very rough approxima-
tions* They do, however, reflect an attempt to allow for the effect
of different acreages of cropland use estimated to occur in particular
sequences that are known to affect the rate of erosion. Differences in
crop sequences estimated to occur in the different Corn Belt States,
and on land of different slope characteristics, were also taken into
account. The calculations do not take into account any past or sug-
gested future changes in the use of practices that would influence the
rate of erosion. They indicate only the probable effect of wartime and
suggested postwar changes in the pattern of cropland use. Actual
erosion losses have been lessened in proportion to the increased use
of appropriate conservation practices,, and of fertilizer and lime for
purposes of increasing Uie quality of cover in the form of sod-forming
hay and rotation pasture. Use of these practices to the extent sug-

gested for the postwar period would reduoe erosion losses below those
indicated in table 6.

In the Corn Belt there is a fairly direct relationship, up to a

certain point at least, between depth of surface soil
^
organic matter

content, and crop yields. To the extent this is true, reference to
table 6 affords a basis for estimating the additional rate of decline
in yields that could be expected from the increased rate of erosion
that probably accompanied wartime cropping. There is evidence that the

available plant-nutrient content of the eroded material is higher on
a percentage basis than that of the surface 7 inches, but the effect of
this on crop yields is often offset by processes that render available
more of -the total supply of plant nutrients in the soil. The loss of
plant nutrients in eroded material emphasizes the importance of direct
erosion-preventing practices on erosive land, in conjunction with
applications of fertilizer and lime where suoh applications are neces-
sary.

The surface 7 inches of soil weighs aboufc 1,000 tons per acre
and the estimated annual losses in percentage terms (and probably in
crop yields) are approximately 1.25 percent, 1.5 percent, and 1.10
percent for prewar, wartime, and suggested postwar cropping, respec-
tively. Calculated in terms of 50-bushel corn land this would amount
to corresponding annual losses in yield of about three-fifths, three-
fourths, and one-half bushel per acre. It is recognized that these
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are only Tory rough approximations and that wide variation* occur with
different soil characteristics, including fertility and depth. How-
ever , oom grown continuously on Marshall silt loam at Clarinda, Iowa,
resulted in a loss of 16*6 percent of the soil organic matter in 10
years, or an average annual loss of about 1*5 percent. At Bethany,
Missouri, on Shelby silt loam, the organic matter in the surface 7

inches was reduced SO. 3 percent in IS years, or 2.4 percent annually.
Under a 5-year rotation of corn, wheat, and clover, the organic matter
remained constant at 3.25 percent during the period.

Crop yields per acre were higher during the war than in the
prewar period. They were a reflection of favorable weather and use of
conservation and other practices that tended to offset the effect of
higher wartime erosion losses. These influences on yield, however,
have a tendency to obscure the cumulative effects of changes in crop-
ping patterns and the part they play in increasing or decreasing the
damage from soil erosion. It is important to appraise the effect of
changes in land use alone, since this is probably the most effective
and generally the most economical way of combating the erosion problem.

The effect of fertility-influencing practices on the level of
soil fertility has probably been a highly variable factor among dif-
ferent groups of States, when the prewar and wartime situations are
compared. The acreage of principal legaae cover crops in 1944 was
nearly four times that of -the prewar period in the Southeast, the
Appalachian, and the Mississippi Delta States. Consumption of commer-
cially produced plant nutrients Increased about 60 percent in these
regions and 80 percent in the country as a whole, but more than 130
percent in the Corn Belt. In the Corn Belt the rate of commercially
produced plant nutrients applied per acre of all land used for crops
was about 3.5 pounds in -the prewar period and slightly more than double
tills quantity in 1944. Thus, although -the percentage increase was
very great, it is rather small in relation to the total acreage so
-that, in terms of total fertility for -the region, its influence was
probably small.

Suggested postwar use of fertiliser for the Corn Belt represents
a quantity sufficient to cover every acre of land used for crops and
permanent open pasture at a rate of about 20 pounds of plant nutrients.
Using this quantity, together with other suggested conservation
measures, would no doubt reduce annual fertility losses to almost
negligible proportions, if it were applied judiciously to lands most
needing it. At one Corn Belt erosion experiment station, the use of
50 pounds of plant nutrients per acre on the small grair in a 5-year
rotation, together with the application of 8 tons of manure per acre
on corn and the return of plant residues, reduced soil losses to about
half of those that occurred when no fertilizer or manure was applied*
High fertility itself is important in controlling erosion because of
the kind and amount of vegetative growth produced, and the effect on
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soil structure and organic-matter content . This is true ©Ten -when the
fertiliser is used on cultivated crops* Its influence in this respect
is greatly enhanced when larger absolute and relative quantities are
used on sod-forming legume crops, as is suggested for the postwar
periods*

Fertility Losses and Farming Costs

Losses in soil fertility represent a cost to a farmer that is
unlike ordinary operating costs* To the extent that the losses result
from soil erosion they are unlike such ordinary capital depreciation
as occurs in farm buildings* In that deterioration, permanent pro-
ductivity is not impaired through failure to keep the building in
repaid The situation is remedied as soon as the repair is completed,
and in some instances it may be good business to refrain from repairs
until the building must be completely replaced* In the case of soil

fertility there are also times and circumstances when it is good busi-
ness for both the farmers and the public to defer expenditures or at
least to spend less for maintenance or improvement* Except for aoil-
impx'ovement practices that also increase current returns, this was
true during the war when there was urgent demand for the production of
certain crops that, incidentally, were likely to increase the rate of
soil depletion and erosion* But even though this is true it is of
utmost importance to recognise the nature of the cost of sail-fertility
losses so that they will not be permitted to occur when it is economic
to prevent them. Some farmers, during the war period of high income «,

have made permanent soil improvements that do not yield immediate re-
turns*

The cost of losses in soil fertility may or may not be borne at

the time they oocur. Where the fertility is so low that annual ohanges
are immediately reflected in crop yields, the cost is recognised at
onoe and the farmer's objective is to add enough fertiliser (or by
ether means prevent loss of fertility elements) so that the cash cost

of this pructioe is at least no greater than the cash value of the loss
in yield that would be sustained without it* This is the prevailing
situation for crops of high acre value in those parts of the humid
regions that are low in fertility, but where the soils are productive
when fertilised*

In areas high enough in soil fertility so that annual losses
are not immediately reflected in crop yields, the nature of the cost
of the loss depends upon whether it is replaceable at some future time
or whether, as in the case of erosion, it is non-replaceable. If the

losses in fertility or other characteristics essential for maintenance
of physical productivity are replaceable, there is no yield advantage
in replacing them until they have accumulated to such proportions that
they materially affect yields and income. Neither is the public
particularly concerned if the land can be brought back to a high state

of fo.Mlity and physioal productivity when this is Justified by the
demand for additional production*
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la this kind of situation the economics of soil fertility
becomes solely a question of balancing immediate additional income
against the current year's outlay for praotioes that will raise the
IotsI of soil fertility and increase the yield* There are situations,
however^, in which it is not feasible or even possible to- restore soil
character! sties essential to physical productivity, onoe they are lost*
These situations require a particularly careful analysis to determine
the extent to which depletion is justified under stated economic con-
ditions*

Where the rate of erosion is more rapid than the rate of soil-
forming processes^ the cost of fertility losses assumes a more signi-
ficant aspect* The cost is quickly recognised if the loss results in
materially lower yields and lower carrying capacities at or near the
time of its occurrence* But even when this does not happen, as in
areas where the top soil is deep and fertile, the first stages of
erosion represent a cost unless the erosion is checked before it reaches
the point where additional outlays will be needed to prevent further
losses that will affect the yield* Reduction in organic-matter content
in the earlier stages of erosion paves the way for acceleration in the
rate of loss so that, from the farmer's viewpoint, it will pay to take
early preventive measures, particularly those that will not mean
additional cost or a reduction in immediate income* It is greatly in
the public interest that this be done because the narly stages of
erosion contribute to the siltatlon of streams and reservoirs and to
flood damage*

On fertile but erosive soils, erosion frequently brings only
a slight annual loss in yield so it is allowed to continue* In such
instances* the cost of the annual soil loss is not properly appraised*
Favorable weather and the adoption of improved cultural practices may
result in rising yields for a considerable period, despite the progress
of erosion*

A farmer who has begun to use hybrid seed corn, with a resulting
20-percent increase in yield, will immediately recognise the cost of
any continued use of open-pollinated varieties* If corn yields are
reduced from 60 to 48 bushels per acre through failure to use hybrid
seed, and if corn is selling at fl per bushel, it may be difficult to
convince him that his loss is less serious than is a permanent loss of
1-buahel-per-acre that is brought about by erosion*

In the one ease he has only to change his practice the next
year and the total loss sustained will be only fl2, plus the present
worth to him of all future interest that it might earn* In the other
case, the apparent loss is only $1, but because it comes from a permanent
decline in physical productivity, it represents a loss in capital value
and if it is allowed to continue, the cost of restoration may become
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prohibitive. At 4 percent interest, the capital value of the $1 ero-
sion loss incurred in a year becomes $25V and unless steps are taken
to restore fertility to its previous level, this becomes a perpetual
loss*

In the illustration regarding hybrid corn, the loss, if recog-
nized, need not be repeated, and it would take nearly 19 years for the
$12 to earn $25, if compounded annually at 4 percent. Thus in the terms
of this illustration, the 1-bushel loss in yield per acre from erosion
is about twice as important to the farmer as the 12-bushel loss from a
year* s failure to use hybrid seed* Furthermore, the relative impor-
tance of the erosion loss would become progressively greater if erosion
were to continue.

Related to this question of the cost of these soil-fertility
losses is the question of determining the Justifiable cost of remedial
measures. In the illustration it was assumed -that the entire loss
responsible for the 1-bushel decline in yield had taken place, that
no further losses are involved in the analysis, and that the value of
this loss to an owner-operator was $25. Therefore, -the owner-operator
is Justified in spending up to $25 to restore the loss. However, the
more practical assumption is that the loss would occur over a period,
such as 0.1 bushel (capital value $2.50) per year for 10 years. The
maximum Justifiable expenditure would then be the present value of
this series of annual losses.

To make the case very simple* it may be assumed that -the total
expenditure for preventing these annual losses is to be made at once*
Discounted at 4 percent, the present value of ten successive annual
future losses estimated at $2*50 each is $?0.28, and this amount repre-
sents the maximum Justifiable present expenditure. The expenditure
may be greater if part of the cost can be delayed without increasing
the loss or accelerating its rate* But, if recognition of the signi-
ficance of losses from erosion is accompanied by early action, the loss
may be prevented at little or no cost. Once the lose is recognized,
the cost of these earlier measures represents the maximum Justifiable
expenditure.

A further aspect of the cost of soil erosion is represented by
annual returns that are computed without doduoting the annual losses
sustained because of declining yields. Thus, if the annual net rent

as ordinarily computed is $2 per aore, but is accompanied by an annual
loss in yield that has a current market value of $0.05, th* actual net

rent is only $1*95. The $2 is not a perpetual net rent under given

V The figures used here are illustrative only. Effect of erosion on
value of the crop does not represent the change in land value since only
the rental share of the monetary loss would be capitalized in calculating
the latter. Furthermore, factors other than net rent enter into land
value 8 and in using the capitalization approach for farm land appraisal
the average net rent per farm aore would be used. In addition, the corn
price used in the illustration would be considered too high for purposes
of appraising long-time productive value of cropland.
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prices and costs but it is usually erroneously capitalized into a
fictitious land value. A correction is needed, based on the shape of
-the curve of the decline of fertility and yield and on the time re-
quired to reduoe the yield to a point at -which the annual value of
production will only cover the cost of operating expenses, leaving
nothing to represent a return on investment in the land.

The problem is made less simple than this, however, by the fact
that after fertility has declined very materially, changes in land use
are made whioh may alter the rate of loss* Thus in comparing returns
and land values with and without erosion control, it is necessary to
make assumptions regarding the character of changes in land use and
practices and the time when they would probably be made if no steps
are taken to oheok losses in fertility or losses in other soil charac-
teristics essential to physical productivity. But the problem is none-
theless real and must be dealt with in appraising the significance of
land use and practices in relation to soil fertility*

Appropriate dealing with the question of soil fertility, whether
by a farmer alone or with public assistance, requires recognition of
the difference in the nature of costs that arise from irreparable
soil losses and those that do not alter the potential productivity of
farm land, individual and public interest in the long run both demand
prior consideration of expenditures of this kind in comparison with
efforts that merely lower costs and Increase efficiency or raise farm
prices without reference to the potential productive power of soil

resources.

Many types of measures and methods of public assistance are
applicable to different situations. Using fertilizers and lime, where
applicable, are particularly appropriate measures sinoe they affect
the type of land use, which in turn is generally the most effective
means of reducing or preventing losses in fertility occasioned by
erosion. There is, therefore, a very real basis for public aotion to
stimulate the increased use of fertilizer (at a rate that may be far
in excess of historical usage that is based mainly on fluctuations in
income from the sale of cash crop's) provided the fertilizer is used so

as to contribute most to maintaining a high level of soil fertility.

In areas where fertilizer and lime are not applicable and
where factors other than mineral plant-nutrient content of the soils

are the principal limiting physical factors, other measures %re
appropriate for public action* They should aim to promote moisture
conservation and to develop the soil characteristics that are essen-
tial to an economic level of physical productivity, or they should
aid in establishing stable systems of farming adapted to existing
soil and climatic conditions*
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Fertilizer Expenditures and Agricultural Adjustment Payments

The value of fertiliser used on fame for the period 1936-39
averaged about $210 million including the value of quantities involved
in AAA and TYA programs* Use of fertilizer under these programs began
in substantial volume in 1936. During the war year 1943, the value of
fertiliser used on farms was about |373 million,

Suggestions of State Committees for postwar profitable use
indioate that it would pay farmers to spend about $730 million,
assuming prosperity conditions and asswiing fertiliser prices about
15 percent below those prevailing in 1943, and assuming an average
plant-nutrient content of about 22 percent. This estimate would be
affected by any substantial changes in price relationships between
nitrogen, phosphoric add, and potash, or in the average ratio of
these three components in all fertiliser used. Furthermore, this esti-
mate, covers the -total quantity of fertiliser suggested for postwar
annual use. The annual cost for quantities suggested for use on hay
and pasture and other crops not grown mainly for direct cash sale
would be somewhat less than $500 million.

In comparison with these estimates, the average prewar (1936-39)
payments under all adjustment, conservation, and parity programs of
the AAA amounted to $508,648,000, including the value of fertiliser
involved. In 1943 these payments totaled nearly $600 million, the
parity payment portion of which applied to the 1942 crops. Table 7
shows a comparison of the value of fertilizer used and payments under
agricultural adjustment, agricultural conservation, and parity-payment
programs during the prewar years 1936-39,

If the amount of fertilizer used on hay and pasture, and other
crops grown mainly for feed were increased in postwar years to the
quantities suggested by State Committees, the annual cost would be
about $486 million or nearly 20 percent less than agricultural con-
servation and parity payments made in 1943, The annual cost would
he about $47 million more than the total cost of conservation expendi-
tures (excluding parity payments) made by the AAA in 1945,

The contribution to stability in agriculture that the suggested
quantities of fertiliser would make when used in conjunction with
desirable changes in land use and practices, is worthy of serious con-

sideration. Programs that deal directly with farm price and inoome
problems are important, particularly under adverse economic conditions.
There are problems, however, of relating them properly to measures
that will insure greater stability in farming. For example, measures
that tend to maintain production of particular crops at levels that
are out of line with competitive relationships and with desirable land
use, may tend to retard the making of changes in land use that are
necessary to the establishment and maintenance of stable faming
systems.
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Table 7,- Value of fertiliser used by farmers compared with agricultural
adjustment, conservation, and parity payments under the AAA. program,

United States by regions

Prewar (1936-39)
Percentage prewar (1935-39)

fertiliser consumption
SV& f£yi> \Ji& : Value of :Total AAA:

{fertilizer used {payments :

1/ : £/

WG15 OX SUggvo^^U
DOSWeu USB

^/

s i nrvnis 2. g UU-. - ij - ~ j

« dollars dollars Percent

Northeast : 34,692 11,232 51.5
Lake States t 5,964 36,809 8.1
Corn Belt t 19,782 94,271 12,3
Appalachian » 53,025 44,386 27,7
Southeast i 67,473 55,359 38.5
Mississippi Delta : 14,070 54,125 18*3
Southern Plains : 2,877 88,409 18.6
Northern plains x 630 79,716 5.7
Mountain i 1,071 26,783 1 3.

5

Pacific t 10,416 17,558 28.1

United States t 210,000 508,648

l/ From BAB data showing total U.S. fertiliser expenditures including value
of quantities involved in AAA and T¥A programs. Distribution by regions
based on State distribution of fertilizer expenditures, 1935-39, The

American Fertilizer, April 8, 1944, "Relationship between Farm Income and
Farmers Expenditures for Fertiliser and a Forecast of the Commercial
Demand for Fertiliser in 1944 and 1945 by States," A. L. Mehring and
B. T. Shaw*

2/ Developed from statistical summary agricultural conservation and
Felated programs, AAA, September 1944.

3/ Prewar consumption as a percentage of State Production Adjustment
Committee suggestions.

Public policies for agriculture should be harmonized with desirable
objectives of good farm management, which is to maximize net total fam
income over a period of time, rather than to increase income per acre
only for those commodities that enter into commercial channels. A large
proportion of the farm land, and much of the cropland, is not suited to
these cash crops, but well-planned use of it in conjunction with the
acreage on nhieh principal field crops are grown means larger total farm
income, not only in terms of cash over a period of years but also in terns
of better living on the farm*
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A pattern of fertilizer use is needed that -will give full con-
sideration to all crop and open pasture land and to all farmers in
areas -where its use is applicable* This is equally true for lime
and other appropriate soil-improvement practices that in many areas
are of equal or greater importance than fertilizer. In areas where
fertiliser is very important its use in conjunction with lime and
other practices throughout the farming system is essential in a well
balanced soil-fertility program* Achievement of desired objectives
from the suggested level of fertiliser use would require adoption by
many farmers who are now not using fertiliser at all, or who use it
only on the acreage that is devoted to high-income cash orops. Ex-
panded use of fertiliser by these farmers should be aooompanied by farm
plans that would include desirable crop rotations and land use that
would promote a profitable and permanent agriculture. This would go
far toward raising the level of living on many farms that now only
use fertilizer to "feed" the cash crops.

Comparable programs that lead to sustained high levels of
physical productivity of the soil and to farming systems that best
withstand farming hazards would be equally appropriate in areas not
adapted to the use of fertilizer and lime. The desirability of
public assistance to achieve these end results has been recognized and
is reflected in existing governmental programs.

Improved Practloes and Production of Export Crops

The general implication of increased production of such orops
as cotton, wheat, and tobaooo are well known and some of them have been
discussed in previous reports.4/ As pointed out earlier, the only
effective means of combating tKe major portion of the so-called sur-

plus problem is to bring about conditions favorab?e for a high level
of demand for the products involved and through different types of
agricultural programs, to enoourage adjustments in farming that will
bring a higher degree of stability.

Estimated bench-mark production would exceed estimated demand
at prices associated with full employment, by about 1.4 million bales
of cotton, 144 million bushels of wheat, and 200 million pounds of
tobaooo.

4/ See "(hanges in Cotton Production in War and Peace," E. L. Langsford,
December 1944; and "Wheat Production in War and Peace," Carl P. Helsig,
Ernest R.Ahrendes, and Delia E. Merrick, Hay 1945.
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Table 8.- Estimated postwar bench-mark yield and production of cotton,
-wheat and tobacco, with adoption of suggested land use

changes and practices, with comparisons

Cotton Wheat : Tobacco

i Yield t Total t Yield i Total t Yield : Total

tper acre 'production sper acre: production sper acre :prb duction
: Bales 1,000 bales Bushels 1,000 bushel s Pounds 1,000 pounds

Prewar 5 .4788 15,205 12.4 858,288 936.7 1,511,904
Wartime i .4987 11,427 15.4 841 ,025 966.2 1,402,988
Postwar bench mark i .6126 14,958 14.6 914,575 1.126.4 2,063,942

{Percent Percent Percent Percent Peroent Percent

Percentage postwar
benoh mark is of
Prewar ! 128 115 118 107 120 137
Wartime s 125 151 95 109 116 147

s

The increase in postwar bench-mark production of cotton and wheat
relative to prewar would cqme about entirely as a result of increased
yield per acre, since the acreage would be reduced from the prewar
level

s

e There would be an increase in both acreage and yield per acre
of tobacco. The net effect of estimated increases in yield per acre
alone on the production of these crops as compared with prewar, is shown
in table 9.

Some of the estimated increase in yield of cotton and wheat
oould be attributed to shifting of more of these crops to better lands
since the bench-mark acreage of these crops is 12 percent and 9 percent
less, respectively, than the prewar levels. It has been estimated that
the reduction in the harvested acreage of ootton of 5.6 million aores
from 1935-39 to 1941-45, was responsible for about a 9-pound increase
in yield per acre.4/ The suggested postwar harvested acreage represents
a somewhat small er"~reduction from prewar (4.5 million acres) but would
involve some further shifting to better lands so that there would
probably be further increases in yield. Greatest reduction would take
place in the Southern Plains but some of the low-cost areas there, are
also areas of low yields so that aoreage reduction within this region
as a whole probably does not mean a notable net shift to higher yielding
land. About 40 percent of the total reduction in aoreage in the United
States would take place in the Southeast, Appalachian, and Delta States,
and this reduction there doubtless would mean a considerably higher
proportion of the remaining acreage on better land.

4/ Op. CLt.
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Table 9.- Net effect of estimated increases in yield ver acre on
postwar bench-mark production, as compared with prewar

J Additional output a8 a

rVnn 1 /UTOp JL/

i resul t of increased
• TTml +
! {JUX & t yield per acre

t

:

Additional : Percentage of prewar
• units x pro dueti on

• Thousands Percent

Cotton ! Bale
t

3,778 29
Wheat : Bushel 1 136,798 16
Tobacco t Pounds X

•
•

345,847 23

l/ Smaller total increases in production of cotton and wheat of 1,735
million bales and 56,085 million bushels would occur (see table 8)
since the suggested postwar aoreage of these crops is below the prewar
acreage. Of tobacco, the total increase would be larger than that
caused by the estimated yield increase since an increase in acreage is
also suggested.

It has been estimated that the average response from fertilizer
used on cotton is 1.7 bales per ton or 0,425 pounds per pound. 5/ This
average response applied to the suggested postwar increase in fertilizer
on cotton over that used in 1943 would account for about 32 of the total
57 pounds increase in yield per acre estimated, assuming adoption of all

suggestions regarding land use and practices. Obviously, such data
regarding the average response to fertiliser cannot be used in this way
since yields do not increase at a uniform rate with increased rates of
application.

Increased rates of application suggested for the postwar period
in Alabama would probably reduce by nearly 60 percent 6/ the response
per pound of fertiliser applied, so at such rates the yield increase
that should be attributed to fertilizer is probably about 12 or 13
pounds, or from 21 to 23 percent of the total increase. This would
leave about 45 pounds of the increase to be accounted for by all other
factors. These increases are comparable with previous estimates if
which indicate an 18-pound inorease from fertilizer and a SO-pounT
increase from other factors in the 1936-40 period over that of 1925-29.

In this instance about 26 percent of the 68-pound differez.ee in yield

5/ Plant Food Memorandum No» 1 . PISAE, Parker and Lundstrom.

6/ Based on response curve for 4-8-4 fertilizer on cotton in Alabama

as shown in PISAE, Plant Food Memorandum No. 11, March 1945*

7/ An analysis of crop yields in relation to production goals for
agri culture, H. F. Breimyer, July 1942.
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was attributed to fertilizer. With a decreasing rate of increase that
•would be associated with suggested higher rates of application, fer-
tilizer will probably contribute a smaller percentage of future total-
yield increases -than it has in the past, particularly if other sug-
gested practices and land-use changes are adopted.

Average versus Additional Besponse from Fertilizer

The average increase of 1.7 bales of cotton per ton of fertilizer
is based on a consumers' survey conducted by the National Fertilizer
Association. It does not reflect varying rates of response secured
depending on the rate of application used before applying the addi-
tional quantity. For example, reading from the response curve previ-
ously cited, it is possible to construct a schedule of approximate
yields of lint ootton obtained from each additional 100 pounds of
fertilizer (table 10).

Table 10.- Approximate yield of cotton wi^h additional fertilizer
applications

Total * Additional % Additional » Additional yield
application % application $ yield of : per pound of

of fertilizer t of fertilizer t lint cotton s additional fertilizer
Pounds Pounds Pounds

100 100 52 .52

200 100 38 .38

300 100 47 .47
400 100 40 .40
500 100 17 .17

Total and average increases
in yield 194 .39

These responses are based on the use of 4-8-4 fertilizer on
cotton, in Alabama. The average response of 0.39 pounds per pound of
fertilizer is equivalent to 1.56 bales per ton, which is slightly be-
low the generally used figure of 1.7 bales. The Production Adjustment
Committee in Alabama suggests a postwar rate of application of 500

pounds per acre of 6-8-6 fertilizer, assuming conditions of agri. cul-

tural prosperity. This rate applied to the acreage fertilized in
1943 would represent an increase of about 100,000 tons of fertilizer

over that actually used in -that year.
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The method frequently used for estimating additional production
from increased quantities of fertilizer is to multiply the average
increase per ton (1.56 bales in the above illustration) by tne in-
creased number of tons. Using such methods it would be conoluded that
the 100,000 additional tons of fertilizer used on the same acreage in
Alabama would result in an additional production of 156,000 bales of
cotton. The wartime (1943) rate of application per acre in Alabama
was 375 pounds and it is seen from the above response schedule that the
additional yield per pound of additional fertilizer at this rate of
application is approximately the same as -the average response from a
500-pound application. However, use of the last additional 100 pounds
reduoes the additional yield to 0.17 pounds per pound of additional
fertilizer. This is 0.68 bales per ton or 68,000 additional bales as

a result of the increased quantity of fertilizer. In this instance, use
of average data rather than additional response data indicates an
additional production of about 2-l/3 times -that which would actually
occur when the additional fertilizer is applied to the same acreage.

A 500-pound rate of application on the entire suggested post-
war acreage would represent about 174,000 tons more fertilizer than
was used in 1943. Thus 74,000 tons would be used on the additional
acreage of cotton suggested for the postwar period. Since 500 pounds
per acre would be used on land previously receiving no fertilizer,
the average response of 1.56 bales per ton may be assumed so that 1he
74,000 tons would be responsible for about 115,000 additional bales
of cotton. This, added to the 68,000 additional bales that would be
produoed as a result of a higher rate of fertilization' of the same

acreage, would make a total of 183,000 additional bales of cotton
that would be produced annually in Alabama in the postwar period,
as a result of postwar suggestions for fertilizer use on the same, and
on the additional acreage. This is 88,000 bales less than, or about
two-thirds of, the additional production that would be calculated
through the application of average response data to the entire addi-
tional 174,000 tons of fertilizer.

The principle of diminishing physical outputs, of course,
applies when estimating the effect of additional fertilizer applica-
tion on the production of other crops. This question is important
when the implications of increased use of fertilizer are considered.
It emphasizes the need for more information on crop response from
varying rates of application under different soil and climatic con-
ditions. The value to farmers of such information as compared with
only general average response data is obvious.
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Farming Adjustments and Agricultural Output

The suggested postwar pattern of land use and practices Is con-

sistent with an expanding economy* The question is the rate of their
adoption* The benoh marks set are of course subject to reappraisal*
for they are based on judgments and may need revision in the light of
coming events* But the objective must always be higher well-being
for all the people* Consideration of the implications of these sug-

gested adjustments helps to emphasize the need for developments in
other sectors of the economy that will maintain a high level of general

purchasing power* Such developments are necessary if increased over-all
efficiency in agriculture is to contribute to the general welfare*

The crucial faot that must be faced is that low-cost industrial
production accompanied by price and wage policies that maximize mass
consumption must take place if agriculture is to be generally pros-
perous* The nature of agricultural production makes thi 8 true whether
or not any of the suggested improvements in land use and practices take
place* Additional production would comprise a relatively small part of
the farm problem that will arise If near-depress!on conditions should
develop along the industrial front*

To retard developments in agriculture that have the effect of

reducing costs and increasing output in a well-balanced pattern would
be as restrictive in its effect on the eoonomy as monopolistic prac-
tices in manufacturing and trade. The major problem is the question
of full employment and wide distribution of an expanded total output
that is balanced with relative market demands*

There is usually considerable lag in the adoption of improved
practices, particularly those that require additional cash outlays
so increased production from them is gradual. Certain improvements
such as use of hybrid seed corn and the shift to mechanical power have
been fairly rapid* There is no difference in the immediate effect of
increased production from these improvements on supply and demand
relationships^ But in the longer view there is a fundamental difference,
for in one oase the Increased output Is directly associated with main-
tenance or improvement of natural soil resources* provided the fertilizer
and lime are used to develop stable systems of farming rather than to
"feed" the annual crop without regard to soil losses on erosive lands.
The so-called strictly cultural practices in themselves contribute to
a more rapid exhaustion of soil fertility although they do augaent
the farmer's income and help make conservation farming possible*
The case for government encouraging more rapid adoption of practices
that influence fertility is clear because of the inherent public
interest in mineral fertility resources for which there are no satis-
factory substitutes*
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This is especially true of practices that prevent or retard
erosion or leaching losses of potash, phosphoric acid, and lime, as
compared with nitrogen, for nitrogen is inherently less stable as a
part of the soil complex and it can be produced synthetically. The
case for potash conservation is especially strong because known deposits
are limited in relation to future needs. Practices that conserve
potash are also effective in conserving phosphoric acid and lime.
Increased and more widespread applications of lime, phosphoric acid,
and potash are necessary for the development of stable farming systems
in areas -where soils are deficient in these minerals, and changes in
land use that represent more stable farming systems are in turn
necessary for conservation of existing mineral plant nutrients in the
soil s •

Postwar Bench-Mark Crop and Livestock Production

Total gross farm production (crops and livestock) including a
decrease in farm-produced power, would be approximately one-third
higher than in 1935-39, according to estimates previously developed. 8/
Table 11 presents a general view of changes in the volume of three

"~

principal classes of farm crops, and in grain- and roughage- consuming
livestock.

Table 11.- Wartime and suggested postwar crop and livestock
production compared with prewar

(Prewar years 1935-39 - 100 percent)

Type of product t Wartime : Po stwar

! Percent Percent

Cash crops : 108 128

Feed grains : 115 128

All hay s 110 148
Grain- consuming livestock i 128 122

Roughage- consuming livestock : 113 116

8/ See BAE report "Peacetime Adjustments in Farming—Possibilities
under Prosperity Conditions," December 1945,
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Feed-Livestock Production Relationships

Three features stand out in the postwar estimates shown in
table 11 as compared with past production. Under the conditions assumed,
postwar production of cash crops and hay would exceed wartime produc-
tion by a much larger quantity than war production exceeded prewar*
Then the production of hay would be increased much more than production
of feed grains, or of cash crops. Furthermore, postwar production of
roughage-oonsuming livestock, as estimated by the State Committees
under the conditions assumed, would fall materially short of roughage
supplies calculated to result from suggested changes in land use and
practices. This means that there would be opportunity for further
expansion in roughage-consuming livestock, or increased rates of
roughage consumption per unit, or it may reflect over-optimism in
estimating production that would be associated with suggested changes.
This has important implications concerning the character of live-
stock production after the war if feed supplies materialize as esti-
mated and if most effective use is made of them.

Pasture-carrying capacity would probably be increased in about
the same proportion as hay production, so if postwar suggestions for
orop and pasture land use and practices are carried out there will be
greatly increased opportunities for efficient livestock production in
grain-deficit areas or areas in which grain is raised at high cost.
The cost of establishing and maintaining hay and pasture on a productive
basis on many of the soils of low fertility in these areas is a problem.
It will not be lessened by policies that maintain prices of principal
cash crops at levels that are out of line with competitive relation-
ships.

The opportunities for low-cost livestock production in the
southern Corn Belt, the Ozarks, and the Appalachian areas are not
beset with the difficulties that confront farmers in the Southeast, the
Delta and the Southern plains. Cash outlays for establishing and
maintaining hay and pasture production need not be so great. Further-
more, the production alternatives do not include cash crops of high
value. These areas appear to offer the easiest opportunities for
increased low-cost livestock production based largely on roughage
supplies, with grain used in more or less limited quantities depending
upon price relationships.

In the principal parts of the Corn Belt, -the Lake States, and
in the Northeast, improvement in roughage and pasture production can
also contribute much to more economical livestock production and can
result in better utilization of the total resources of the farms. This
means more economical use of feed grains so that smaller quantities
would be needed in relation to numbers of grain-consuming livestock.
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Estimate* of postwar production based on suggested changes

in land use and practices -would increase feed production per unit ef

livestock in all regions except tii*t feed-grain production per grain-

consuadJXg enimal unit would be reduced in the Corn Belt, the Lake

States «ad the Northeast, These general increases indicate a situatior

that is potentially favorable for profitable livestock production. In

addition* the relative feed supply will become larger as improved

feeding, breeding, and livestock-management practices oome to mean

greater efficiency in the use of feed. 7.1th a high level of economic

activity, however, livestock production will tend to- come in balance

with the feed supply. This would improve levels of living and help

to sustain soil fertility, . .

The regional relationships indicated in table 12 would repre-

sent greater stability in fanning in all regions. The Corn Belt, for

example, would ship out a little less feed grain, would introduoe a

larger acreage of hay and pasture crops in rotations, and would use

the more erosive lands less intensively. The top soil in these States

is more valuable in relation to subsoil than is the case of the forest

soils of the South. The Southern States would produce a higher pro-

portion of their feed grains and would produce more forage of higher

quality. The Appalachians, the Ozarks, and the parts of the southern

Corn Belt, the Delta, and the Southern Plains that raise grain at

relatively high cost have climates that favor the devel«pment of

pastures that can be utilized by livestock most of tiie year. These

all represent opportunities for more stable farming systems that

are likely to be more in balance with market demands under prosperity

conditions.
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Table 12.- Wartime and suggested postwar feed-livestock production
ratios as a percentage of prewar, by regions

Region and U.S.

Feed grain production per j

grain consuming animal unit
as a percentage or prewar

; Roughage production per
! roughage consuming animal
•unit as- a percentage of prewar

Wartime
Suggested •

po stwar !

(about 1950)

Wartime
: Suggested
: postwar
: (about 1950)

VT-~\ y* f V) a a cr*viO rirfilC? a. 5 w

Percoivt

68

Percent

93

Percent

112

Percent

108

Laice btat6s ; 90 92 101 125

v>orn boit; ! 83 95 91 130

Appalachian ! 81 113 99 137

Southeast ! 88 121 103 130

..ississippi uei^a:: 73 134 78 190

southern Plains ii 88 124 113 133

iionifieru rloins i 111 111 100 120

fountain 1 115 132 95 118

Pacific : 114 114 104 127

United States i 90 106 97 127
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Appendix

Table 1.- Cropland use by regions and classes of crops, prewar, wartime and suggested postwar l/

Region ! Intertilled crops Idle and "Tallow:
Total

cropland]

:Plowable y
permanent
pasture

1,000 Percent of 1,000 Percent of 1,000 Percent of 1,000 Percent of 1,000
acres cropland acres cropland acres cropland acres cropland acres

Wirt h aq a t

47.7Prewar 3.S-3 19.7 4.133 21.0 9.394 2,279 11.6 19,689
Wartime 4,029 21.0 3.594 18.8 9.199 48.0 2.338 12.2 19,160
Postwar 4,086 21.8 3.461 18.

5

8,988 47.9 2,212 11.8 18. 747

Prewar ; 10,761 25.5 16.346 38.7 12,156 28.8 2.943 7.0 1*2,206

Wart lrce 12,125 28.4 14,496 34.0 13,502 31.6 2,559 6.0 1+2,682

Postwar j 11,238 26.3 12.536 29.3 16,832 39-4 2,140 5.^0 42,71+6

Corn Bolt
Prewar 38.895 1+3.2 2U.265 27.0 21.323 23.7 5,526 6.1 90,009
Wartime 43,998 U9.O 19.915 22.1 21,812 24.3 4,145 4.6 89 , 870
Postwar 36.594 41.2 22.U74 25.3 26,188 29-5 3.509 4.0 88,765

Appalach 1an
35.443Prewar 16,175 U5.6 4,078 11.5 9,803 27.7 5.387 15.2

Wartime 17,016 47.3 4,084 11.3 10,937 30.

U

3,948 11.0 35.985
Postwar 15.409 45.8 5.031 15.0 12,101 36.O 1.067 3.2 33.608

Southeast
Prewar 19.894 76.2 1,602 6.1 792 3.1 3.825 1U.6 26,113
Wartime 18. 549 75-8 2.343 9-6 1.150 4.7 2,413 9.9 24,1+55

Postwar 18,004 74.5 3.355 13.9 1.514 6-3 1.273 5.3 2U.146

Mississippi Delta
1,214 1.341Prewar 15.830 76.3 5.9 6.5 2.350 11.3 20.735

Wartime 14.637 70.6 1.835 6.8 1.703 8.2 2,568 12.4 20.743
Postwar 13.910 69.1 2. 807 14.0 2,128 10.6 1,267 6.3 20.112

Southern Plains
t

Prewar 28,495 54. 4 14,249 27.2 '.823 5.4 6,800 13.0 52.367
Wartime • 29.914 58.2 11,659 22.7 2.9'? (

5fc . jj j 5.7
1:2

6 915 13.4 51.423
Postwar 28,126 54.5 14.U23 27.9 3.221 5 878 11 .U 51,648

northern Plains
54.6Prewar 1 21,301 23-7 49.136 6,133 6.8 13,408 14.9 89.978

Wartime . 23.333 26.2 48,558 54.6 6.759 7.6 10,263 11.6 88,913
Postwar • 23,3Ul 26.8 46.191 53-0 9.477 10.9 8,062 9-3 87.071

Mountain
Prewar 1 5.520 18.0 10,356 33-7 6,225 20.3 8.599 28.0 30.700
Wartime 1 5,742 18.6 11.158 36.2 6.002 19.5 7.901 25-7 30,803
Postwar i 5.417 17.4 10,852 35.0 6,840 22.0 7.939 25.6 31.0U8

Pacific
Prewar : 2.217 11.6 7.577 39-5 3.553 I8.5 5.833 30.U 19.180
Wartime ! 2,721 13.5 7.678 38.0 4.363 21.6 5.419 26.9 20,181
Foatwar : 2.456 12.4 7.036 35-4 5.253 26.

4

5.133 25.8 19.878

United States
1

1

Prewar t 162.971 38.2 132.956 31.2 73.543 17.2 56,950 13.4 426,1+20

Wartime : 172,064 U0.6 125.320 29.5 78.362 18.

5

1*8,469 11.4 1*24,215

Postwar 1 158. 58I

1

.

38.0 128,166 30.7 92,542 22.1 38.U80 9.2 417.769

1,000
acres

5.702
6,228
6.1+75

4,546

5.255
5.363

9.136
8,876
9.318

11.577
11.559
11,676

4.500

3.722
4,508

1.500

1,610
1.800

36.961
37.250
39.140

1/ Prewar and wartime acreage data from BAI reports. Postwar suggested acreage from reports of State Production

Adjustment Committees.
All tame hay and rotation pasture grasses and hay and corer crop seeds. A few of these are not sol-forming.

In humid areas only.
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Appendix

Table 2.- Postwar bench-mark suggestions for use of commercially produced
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash as fertilizer by regions, with comparisons

United States
and regions

S

i /
*

j 1936-39i/ j

i t

19442/ »

i

Postwar *

bench mark %

2/

Percentage postwar
bench mark is of

j

1935-39 t 1944

i 1,000 tons 1,000 tons 1,000 tons Peroent Peroent

Nitrogen (N)

TJ. S» tota} i 335 594 1,079 322 182

Northeast 1 44 69 80 182 116
Lake States I 4 16 38 950 253

Corn Belt I is 29 64 427 221
Appalachian it 74 117 246 332 210

Southeast r 127 191 338 266 177

l 38 84 175 461 208
Southe r*n Pi a ? n« <

i 4 13 7 175 54
17 m ' mm

VOUTltftiti <JUVUllvQlil 1 5 10 1,000 200
Pacifio ; 28 71 104 571 146

Phosphoric Acid (P2O5)

U» S» total (I 702 1,288 2,763 394 216

Northeast jl 130 212 264 203 125

Lake States i( 24 82 272 1,133 332

Corn Belt it 92 202 700 761 347

Appalachian j[ 198 314 613 ^1 nvlU 1Q5

Southeast iI 187 297 447 COS? 1 fil

Mississippi Delta j 31 70 205 & «7w

Southern Plains t 9 29 75 000

Northern Plains 3 4 13 53 408

Mountain 1 8 22 69 738 268

Pacific j 19 47 76 v 5y

Potash (K20)

tt, S« total i 562 620 1,634 436 247

Northeast 1 71 109 123 173 113

Lake States 1 14 40 210 1,500 525

Corn Belt 1 40 106 427 X , 'JOo

Appalachian 1 86 137 349 411 255

Southeast j 116 177. 322 &0\J 182

VlssissiDDi Delta 1 16 29 79 272

Southern Plains j 3 8 6 CO 1

Northern Plains i
mm 1

Mountain 4 1 1 innAw
Paoifie i 8 12 15 1 fia 12S

Total N, P205» K2O

D. S. total i 1,389 2,602 5,376 387 215

Northeast i l
246 390 467 191 120

Sake States t 42 137 620 1,238 380

Corn Belt j 147 337 1,191 810 363

Appalachian i 357 568 1,208 338 213

Southeast i 429 665 1,107 258 166

Mississippi Delta j 85 183 459 540 251

Southern Plains i 16 50 90 562 180

Northern Plains j 4 14 70 1,760 500

Mountain i 9 2B 70 778 250

Pacific tt 56 130 194 353 149
£/ From data supplied by the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineer!

Zj Reports of State Production Adjustment Committees, Dec. 1944.
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Table 5.- Lime consumption in the United States, 1929-44, by regions l/

North- : Lake : Corn : Appal a- : South- : Miss. : . : „ : United
_ , . -[_. _ , , Paoific Other .

east : States : Belt : chian : east : Delta : : : States

1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
tons tons tons tons tons tons tons tons tons

1 Q?Q •1365
{

OM'f 1 QflR 7 11 \J oc ^ flOfto , ovo

1980 : 611 328 1,785 758 31 11 30 34 3,588
innl?Ol l Doc y d£ OBJ 9 KCO Q OffCO CO 9 fillC , Oil

1932 : 438 278 605 427 28 3 19 13 1,811
1933 ; 362 172 604 332 42 2 22 12 1,548
1934 : 369 1,003 924 338 65 3 33 13 2,748
1935 503 913 1,323 606 110 4 30 16 3,505
1936 i 729 938 "^-115 1,568 127 11 43 35 6,566
1937 , 1,098 927 2,857 1,978 189 38 42 70 7,199

1938 j 1,290 680 3,169 2,403 160 61 46 50 7,859

1939 : 1,512 765 • 3,4e6 2,850 267 86 47 53 9,066
1940 s 1,726 1,161 6,914 3,945 473 75 50 62 14,406
1941 j 1,956 1,488 7,405 4,512 357 66 40 92 15,916

1942 : 2,224 2,641 10,214 4,073 439 93 44 110 19,838

1943 j 2,056 1,935 9,412 4,519 664 165 70 201 18,722

1944:- 2,667 2,916 10,544 4,519 943 1,206 68 966 23,829

l/ preliminary data from AAA baf'd on surveys made by State Agricultural College

Agronomists, Includes county sur/eys >f producers and data from county extension

agents and AAA offices. All limiag materials converted to a ground limestone basis.
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